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Thompson Splits
_Changi.ng of~the' Guard'
by Mitch Earle
Under a hush of business-as-usual, two key
administrative vacancies at Loyola have been
filled within the past few weeks. The position of
Registrar, previously held by J. Michael
Thompson since September of -1977, was
assumed by recent Loyola grad, Frank Real.
And, as of 27 October, Michael Flanagan, ho
holds a master's degree in Education (M.S.) from
Indiana U, is the new Director of Financial Aid,
replacing Isabel Higgins.
From the start of their new tenures, both of the
recently appointed administrators have enthusi-
astically proclaimed their eagerness to the flow
1. What streets border on the school?
2. Name the closest elementary schools.
3. :ijame the closest place to buy beer.
4. Name the closest off campus bookstore.
5. Name the closest off campus college.
7. Where are the clinic offices?
8. What is the nationality of the crossing
guard?
\
9. On what street do the trash cans look like
tree trunks".
10. Name two restaurants within two blocks of
. the school.
of communication between the administration
and Loyola's student body..
"Sometimes we get lost in our importance,"
states Real. Speaking of the administration gen-
erally, he comments that "we shouldn't be afraid
to stop and say hello," and adds that "students on
their part can reciprocate and say 'thanks.'"
Real, who,received his J.D. in May ofthis year,
believes that students at Loyola relish the
friendly atmosphere at the school.
"Students here feel positive about Loyola and
that it can get better."
The new- Registrar has good feelings about
(continued on page 3)
11. Who is the area's councilperson? .
12. Who is the area's congressperson?
13. Where is-the nearest karate school?
14. Where is the closest lake?
15. Name the closest open air market.
16. Name the largest business within three
blocks of the school.
17. Where is the placement Office?
18. What is the area's best known steakhouse?
Answers next month.
See related story on
page 5.
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Give Me Money
Since the passage of the Mid-
dle Income Student Assistance
Act (MISAA) in November' of
1978. Guaranteed Student Loan
applicants have not been
required to show that they have
financial need as determined by
the analysis of (the College Scho-
larship Service's Financial Aid
Form-IF' AF). The information
collected on the F AF determined
who received bank loans and the
amounts of the authorized loans.
It also determined whether the
applicant had fulfilled the
Department of Education
requirement that verifiable
income and asset information be
on file to substantiate the law
. school's request for funds for the
National Direct Student Loan
(NDSL) Program and the Col-
lege Work-Study (CWSP) Pro-
gram. These programs serve an
estimated 450 to 500 students
qualifying for aid based on a
F AF analysis. Additionally, the.
awarding of NDSL and' CWSF
grants frees up other aid funds
for students who do not qualify
under the need criteria autho-
rized by the Federal govern-
ment.
On January 7, 8, and 9, 1981,
Financial Aid personnel will be
at the registration counter for an
information exchange with
FISL '(Federal Insured Student
Loan) and GSL(Guaranteed Stu-
dent Loan) recipients. This
exchange is vital.to the adrninst-
ration
exchange is vital to the adminis-
tration of the NDSL and CWSP
Programs. Any questions or con-
cerns you may have will be ans-
wered at that' time. All
information will be held in stric-
test confidence by the Financial
Aid Office.
The Financial Aid Office looks
forward to working with you to
build and strengthen financial
aid programs in securing a legal
education.
Do You Believe?
The Christian Legal Society is
sponsoring an eggnog and cookie
party on Tuesday December 2:
1980, in T-1 to allow interested
persons to meet some of the
Society's members and obtain
information regarding its activi-
ties.
Bible discussion and how
being a Christian relates to the
. law are the concerns of the
Society which encourages stu-
dents of all faiths to attend bi-
weekly meetings held on
Tuesdays at 12:30 p.m. and again
at 1:00 p.m. in T-L
During the spring semester,
the Society is planning a lecture
series. Members of the legal com-
munity have been invited to dis-
cuss how being a' Christian
affects their actions as lawyers
within our society and legal
system.
Academic Bucks
INSURANCE ESSAY
Enter your original essay in
the 1981 Federation of Insurance
Counsel Foundation Student
Essay Contest before May 1,
1981 with a letter indicating
school and eligibility (2nd or 3rd
year law student at ABA-
accredited school). Any insu-
rance related subject will do,
including trial practice of insu-
rance litigation. .
First prize is $2,000, second
prize is $1,000 and third prize is
$500. An author of any other
essay selected for publication in-
the Federation of Insurance
Cou'llsel Quarterly will receive
$250. ,
All essays should be original,
on 8~ x 11" white paper. foot-
notes and style should conform to
"A Uniform System of Citation."
All articles entered must be
sent to the ABA Law Student
Division.' 1155 East 60th Street,
Chicago, IL 90632.
FAMILY LAW ESSAY.
Enter your family law essay in
the Howard C. Schwab Memor-
ial Award Essay Contest.
Winners will receive cash
awards of $500 (1st place), $300
(2nd),$200 (3rd). Suggested
length, 3,000 words. All second
and third year students enrolled
in ABA approved law schools are
eligible. Judges will be desig-,
nated -members of the Family
Law Section.
Interested students should
write to the H.C. Schwab Mem-
orial Award Essay Contest, Sec-
tion of Family Law, ABA, 1155
. East 60th Street, Chicago, 11.,
60637. An entry form must
"accompany all entered articles
and must be received by April
17,1981.
Holiday Drive
The Day SBA is sponsoring a
food (non perishables - canned
food, rice, beans, flour, sugar,
etc.) and toy drive for. the poor to
help brighten their holidays:All
students are asked to please
donate - at least a can or two of
food or a used (or new) toy. The
goods collected will be distrib-
uted to a number of community /
religious organizations who will
BRC·STUDENTS
DO 'BETTER AT·
EVERY QUARTILE
'QUARTILE
BRC
ADVANTAGE
F·IRST
SECOND
4% (BRC 91%, BAR/BRI 87%)
(BRC 68%, BAR/BRJ 6ao,,)
THIRD 15% (BRC 32%, BAR/BRI17%)
FOURTH 19% (~RC 24%, BAR/BR I 5%)
Figures taken from a report of the Assistant Dean of a major AB~ and AALS accredited law school which undertook an anal .
of b~r passage rates.of the two. major bar review courses for the Summer 1978 California 8ar Exam. A copy of the full stud/:~s
provided to BRC Will be supplied upon wntten request.
The Dean's Concl usion:
"Present statistics do indicate that of our 1978
grad'uates, those who took BRC did substantially
better than those who took BAR/BRI." . .
The Josephson Bar Review Cen.ter of America, Inc.
see that needy children and their
families receive them in time for
Christmas.
The drive will be conducted
from Nov. 13th until Nov. 26th,
the day before Thanksgiving.
PLEASE DON'T FORGET TO
BRING I~ SOMETHING! A
collection box will be located
under the television' set in Gil's.
Paid To Read_
Member of the Law Students
Division of the American Bar
Association interested in writing
book reviews on current legal
literature for the "Books for
Lawyers" section on the ABA
Journal should send writing
samples, particularly published
work, to Carrie L. Hedges, Book
Review Editor, ABA Journal, 77
South Wacker Drive, Chicago, II
60606.
SUpport 'Services
A project pf the National Law-
yers Guild offers free services
including: direct legal assist-
ancej-Iegal counseling: informa-
tion concerning immediate
remedies against domestic vio-
lence, child custody, child and
spousal support, community
property', court procedures and
immigration consequences; ref-
errals to supportive and multi-
lingual counseling, medical care
and shelters.
The· clinic offers telephone
counseling daily, including
immediate connection to an
attorney in emergency situa-
tions.
For further information, contact
. the BATTERED WOMEN'S
LEGAL COUNSELING CLIN-
IC, 5410_ Wilshire Boulevard,
Suite 701, Los Angeles, (213)
938-3663.
New Resource,
An improved method ior locat-
ing legal literature is now availa-
ble. TFie Law Library has
purchased a new microfilm
index called the Legal Resources
Index. Fast, simple searching of
the microfilm index is accomp-
lished by means of a terminal
(much like a TV screen). The
user does not. need to know any-
thing about technology or com-
puters; the index "pages" are
"turned" at the touch of a button.
The Legal Resources Index was
developed by Information
Access Corporation of Menlo
Park, Calif., under the sponsor-
ship and guidence of the Ameri-
can Association of Law
Libraries. It covers 660 law jour-
nals and six legal newspapers-
including the Los Angeles Daily
Journal. The index also includes
selected law-related material
from academic and popular peri-
odicals, book reviews, legal
monographs,' and .government
publications.
The amount of literature
indexed by the Legal Resources
Index is much greater than what
is found in the well-known Index
to Legal Periodicals. In addition
to its increased coverage, the
Legal Resources Index also
emphasizes greater speed.
Micael Moen of Information
Access Corporation, expects that
the Legal Resource Index will
soon surpass the Index to Legal
Periodicals in library usage.
A shortened version of the
index is published monthly,
under the title of Current LaUJ
Index. The Current Law Index
satisfies the need for a printed
version of the index. It includes
the core periodical literature
covered in the Legal Resource
Index, but omits the other
related legal materials.
The Current Law Index is kept
on the Periodical Index table in
the Reading Room. The Legal
Resource Index terminal is on a
table in the aisle near the jour-
nals.
4 :t ...11 ~J .:- I. ., J ."., ~ ,t t.3 '
Josephson Takes Heat.
, ,
Saint Thomas More Roast
by Kim Thurmond
The half empty moot court
room and the perfunctory, intro-
ductions contributed to an initial
impression that the St. Thomas
More Honor Society's discussion
,
of "Holistic vs. Traditional Legal
Education" would fall well
within the realm of limited
Chan'ging the Guard
(continued from page 1)
Loyola. He claims that as a result of the superior
education given students by the professors.hers,
Loyola has "excellent standing in the commun-
ity." Although he thinks that this sentiment is not
shared by our immediate neighbors geographi-
cally, ~eal believes that we must begin changing
the attitude toward wyola from within the law
school itself.
Thompson agrees
_Reaffirming these opti mistic impressions,
former Registrar Thompson believes that'
"Loyola law school has the potential to be a great
law school and setting our aim below that is sel-
ling ourselves short"
In an interview prior to his departure to
UCLA, where he will be the Assistant Registrar
for the University, Thompson reiterated his suc-
cessor's feelings on Loyola's educational super-
iority.
"We don't have the resources of Harvard," and
some of the other Eastern/Ivy League schools,
"but the.education here is second to none."
, Asked why students here may not feel as
impressed as he and' Real do, Thompson
responded that students have an inferiority com-
plex about attending Loyola: In reply to why this
is, Thompson said that these negative impres-
sions stem from students wishing that they had
gotten into Stanford or some other "respected"
law school.
Student Feedback
Sharing in the enthusiasm about Loyola's stu-
dent body, new Financial Aid chief Flanagan
would like to hear more student feed back-
directed to the Financial Aid Office. Comment-
ing that "this is a student service," Flanagan, who
is currently working toward his doctorate in
Education at USC, (E.D.D.), is aware of the
importance of financial aid to students.
Mike
Flannagan
"If we don't put out the information," neces-
sary for student decision-making, "we haven't
done our job." , '
When asked if his call for direct input to him
might present a deluge of student problems,
Flanagan stressed the necessi ty to learn of the
problems which students have had in the past
and continue to face presently. He encourages
constructive criticism stating that "that's the
only way to get things changed." In response to
how more communication can be exchanged
between the Financial Aid office and students,
he says that much greater use should be made of
the student newspaper.
In agreement with Real's views on student-
administration relations, Flanagan notes that
Loyola students are not alone in regard to the
occasional frictions experienced between them-
selves and administrators. Speaking specifically
of financial aid, Flanagan points out that stu-
dents must realize that a part of the problem is
not within the administration's control but rests
with the lending institutions.
Counseling Needed
Both new office head ,,:see the need for student
counseling. During his first three days as Regis-
trar Real, who speaks both English and Span-
ish, 'encountered 5-6 people with academic
counseling questions. Students can't merely talk
to their families about law school problems and
professors have only limited an;ounts of time, he,
says. Recognizing this need which students ha,,:e
for talking with someone, Real says that he IS
very willing to talk about classes, jobs, and other
issues indigenous to legal study.
"Sometimes this can be a lonely place. Aca-
demic Counseling is a desperately needed
service." .
Likewise Flanagan sees a movement toward
counseling 'as necessary. Partial solution to this
• • •
1
gap, says Flanagan, can be achieved by having
student involvement on student budget surveys.
He would personally like to work with the SBA
and through other hannels in an effort ,to
increase student awareness. In a line, Flanagan
thinks that Loyola "should be as intimate a place
as possible."
The biggest problem in financial aid today,
says Flanagan, is not getting information out at,
the appropriate time. He is quick to add, how-
ever, that studnets must ,"tune in" to this
information.
When pressed for an example of such pertinent
information, the former director, of financial aid
at Cal Western Law School responded with a
major revelation: Beginning 1January, 1981, the
interest on.California Guaranteed Student Loans
(CGSL) will jump from 7% to 9% per annum.
Likewise, the interest due on National Direct
Student Loans (NDSL) will increase to 4% per
annum from its current level of 3%. In addition, it
.is probable that there will be a reduction of the
grace period prior to the commencement of
repayment from 9 months presently, down to 6
months. '
The new Registrar believes that he too can
contribute to a movement toward unification
between students and administrators. Seeing
himself as a liaison for student input to the
higher administration levels, Real says that stu-
dents here should definitely have a voice in the
decision-making process. The Registrar's Office
provides vital services and "there is no reason not
.to report student concerns" to the deans, says
Real. In answer to how to make known the
responses from this student input, -Real, like
Flanagan, says that this information can be dis-
seminated via The Loyola Reporter.
Goals Cited
Although Real and Flanagan admit that they
are only beginning to get a grasp on their respec-
tive jobs, both were able to articulate specific
goals which each felt would, in Real's words,
make financial aid and .registratio,n"more
human." . '
Financial Aid Director Flanagan sees a dra-
matic improvement occuring within that office
in the near future. The major change which he is
currently seeing through is the employment of-
LMU's computer system for the compilation of
the massive amount of paperwork which he
states burdens the office staff at present. Based
upon his prior experience, Flanagan believes
that the switch to computerized calculation and
information storage can reduce the amount of
time spent on forms by at least 40%. .
Frank
Real
Registrar Real says that his main goal is to
eliminate clerical error in the.filling outof regis-
tration forms. To accomplish this goal, a new
registration form will be used as an experiment
during Spring registration. In essence, all day
and evening required and elective courses will
be listed on a single form with carbon duplicates.
Concerning examinations, the registrar sees a
similar need for reducing student aggravation.
"We'll go out of our way to reschedule an exami-
nation if a student has a legitimate excuse and a
note from his professor. If we can accomodate
these people in any way we'll surely try."
As a tip to the Class of '83, Real says that the
key to surviving examinations is for one not to
lose his sense of humour. "Just give it your best
shot-that's all you can do."
In the end, both of Loyola's newest and young-
est administrators feel that great progress can
be made in the near future. A lot of these changes
will stem from, and will in effect prompt, stu-
dents changing their attitudes toward Loyola.
Real adds, "Basically I'm a real good cheerleader
for Loyola and if you wanna know why,just come'
by and ask!"
expectations. Fortunately, this
first impression was misleading.
The evening's turning point
Came when moderator Cal Grant
announced that michael Joseph-
son would present his model of
'holistic legal education. From
the audience, someone quipped,
"For free?". That one-liner set
the tone for the rest of the even-
ing. A mild mannered panel dis-
cussion turned into the Loyolan
equivalent of a Friar's club roast:'
Josephson wason the spit.
Josephson's model of holistic
legal education has three dimen-
sions; technical, tactical and eth-
-ic a'l. He analogizes these
dimensions to a relatively bal-'
~anced cube; the technical dimen-
.sion is the longest side, however,
the tactical and ethical sides are
not blantantly disproportionate.
Josephson contends that tradi-
tional legal education stresses
technical skills, i.e. substantive
- knowledge and analytical devel-'
opment, at the expense of the
other two dimensions.
The anti-Josephson faction
lead off with Malcolm Wheeler, a
prominent corporate attorney
who managed to slip in the fact
that he represented Ford Motor
_ Company in the Pinto criminal
case. Wheeler argued that law
students analytical abilities are
so underdeveloped when they
enter law school, that there is
absolutely no time in the first
year and relatively little time in
the second and third years to do
anything but learn how to think
like a lawyer. Wheeler concluded
that given the time constraints,
"-
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the almost exclusive stress on
technical skills was appropriate.
Josephson argued that the time
constraints of law school do not
necessarily require the guns or
butter trade-off Wheeler
suggested.
Jim Liebler of UCLA Law
School, was aformer professor of
Josephson. In between barbs, he
conveyed his satisfaction with
the traditional balance and
averred that being in touch with
one's own sense of ethics is an
aside for a practicing attorney
since every issue could be
reduced to an economic analysis.
I Josephson seemed to have only
one -ally on the panel, Kent Gra-
ham 0 O'Melveney and Myers.
Mr. Graham claimed that as a
recruiter he was concerned with
the interviewee's tactical and
ethical sense, as well as their
technical abilities.
One of the most perceptive
comments of the evening came
from a member of the audience.
He suggested that once the slurs,
joke's, rhetoric and stage antics
were stripped away, none of the
panelists were as far apart as
they seemed. The issue of holistic
v.s. traditional, education is a
matter of degree. Striking an
appropriate balance is the chal-
lenge the discussion posed.
The attentive audience was
more than willing to accept the
challenge. The stimulating
audience participation 1legment
lasted u til 11:15 PM. In total,
the program was over three
hours, and none asked for a
break. "
Moot Courtship-
Loyola Law School's National
Moot Court Team of' Michael
Connally, Mary Craig -and Cal-
vinDavis qualified for the Final
.Rounds of the National Moot
Court Competition by placing
second in the regional competi-
tion held November 12th
through the 14th in San Fran-
cisco.The final rounds will be
held in New York in January and
will include. representatives
from 14 regions. '
Every accredited law school in
California and- Hawaii (17
schools) was invited to the
regional competition. The par-
ticipants in the tournament were
judged on the basis of both their
oral' advocacy skills (60%) and
their written profieciency (40%)
as evidenced by an appellate
brief prepared by each team.
The moot court topic this year
dealt with both securities and
commodities fraud.
. Loyola emerged victorious in
head to head competition over
Stanford and Cal Western in the
preliminaries, and eliminated
Santa Clara and Pepperdine in
the quarterfinals and semifinals.
Loyola and UCLA emerged from
the competition with identical 4-
1 win-loss records, with UCLA
winning the hard fought final
round. '
Loyola's National Moot Court
Team was chosen on the basis of
being the top three finalists in
the intra-school competition.
,CENTURY
PLAZA
HOTEL
56 ROOMS & SUITES JUST ARRIVED THIS
WEEKEND ..
FURNITURE MADE BY DREXEL
~ALL ITEMS IN EXCELLENT CONDITION.
. Featuring
6 Drawer Dressers. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1 It) - 149
Night Stands 25 - 29
Love Seats ' •............. ' H4-9l)
Uphol. Arm Chairs 49 (2/85)
Writing Tables 24 -49
Cane Back Barrel Chairs : 39
Framed Bevel Mirrors 4l)
'Portable Refrig. w/Cabinet 6')
iO()'s of 'I)r.Jperip, (pairs) 25-49
Large Room Carpets ( 12x 12) : . ~(!
l3f>d Sets (Twin, Full Queen) 49-Hl)
Floor and Table I amps Il) (21 35)
AND MUCH MORE
OPEN TODAY 12-6 Daily 10-9
TWO,WAREHOUSE SALE LOCATIONS
LOS ANGELES
1313 W. Olympic
(One 81. West of Harbor Fwy.)
738-5004
4 'J
A Secular Island
In a Catholic See?
As you venture two blocks in
any direction from Loyola Law
School, do you notice looming
among decrepid, timeworn resi-
dential structures, the graffitti-
free, stark buildings housing the
Catholic Center? The Roman
Catholic Archdiocese of Los
Angeles encompassing Los
Angeles, Ventura and Santa
Barbara Counties, has central
offices located along Ninth
Street.ln addition to the Archdi-
ocesan headquarters, the Tid-
ings Building and Catholic
Welfare Bureau (Catholic Chari-
ties) are situated on either side of
Loyola campus. Directly across
the street from the law schoolare
the Church of the Immaculate
Conception and the Immaculate
Conception Parish School.
Representatives Of the
Catholic .Center's components
revealed the various functions of
these entities and the effect they
have on the neighborhood
-around Loyola. Personal views
on the community were
expressed by some and, connec-
tions with the law school were
mentioned, if relevant
The Chancery is the hub of the
Archdiocese. Located at 1531
hood's undocumented aliens.
The waiting room inside and
the sidewalk in front of the
Catholic Welfare Bureau at 1400
West Ninth Street are continu-
ally filled with those seeking i~s
services. For example, Catholic
Social Service provides counsel-
ing to the young, the single, th.e
married, and the aged. In addi-
tion, Catholic Community Ser-
vice was created to meet the
needs of densely populated com-
munities which are isolated or
distant from resources. Another
service includes Rancho San
Antonio where problem boys,are
given an opportunity to become
useful citizens. R-esettlement and
naturalization of Indo-Chinese,
Cubans, Mexicans and others is
handled by the Immigration and
Citizenship Department. A Com-
mission on Aging attempts to
assist the elderly- by working
with economic and social agen-
cies and public officials. Catholic
Youth Organization completes
the list of organizations within
the Catholic Welfare Bureau.
Many children living in the
neighborhood around Loyola
participate in CYO's camping
prog rarns. and recreational-
activities. Mary Maglio, with the
Catholic Welfare Bureau's Pub-
lic Relations Office, stated that
_she was not aware of any contact
with Loyola:Law School but indi-
cated that students might be of
help on social service cases.
_ Today, -parishioners of the
Church of the Immaculate Con-
ception-are eighty per cent His-
panic, many of whom 'are recent
arrivals In the United States.
The remaining twenty per cent
of the parish includes transient
Anglos, a few Blacks, and the
elderly. All of the parishoners,
like the community at large, fall
into a low income bracket. This is
quite a change from the Ahg\o
upper middle class parish and
community existing when whn
the church was built in 1927.
In addition to the change in
income and ethnicity within' the
parish and community, Cathol--
ics are predominant where once
-a mixture of faiths worshipped.
A converted synogogue, a Metho-
dist church, and the original Jim
_ .:» Jones church are evidence.of this
to "keep the waters smooth'! and transition.
to refrain from being too c.ontro-Father Richard Siebenand,
versial, The News Editor, John who has been a priest at Irnmac-
.Trucksaw, explained the the ulate Conception for four years
Tidings was first published in stressed that the most pressing -
1885 and that for the last twenty need of many of the parishoners
years the Ninth -Street office has is to establish new roots ina for-
been. its home. Together with eign soil.-Their need for protec-
reporting news out of the Arch- tion _ is great, he -said. For
diocese, the paper has a teletype example, the abnormally high
service and subscribes to rents charged to receivers of sub-
National Catholic News Service sistence income is a problem par-
providing national and world ticularly felt by the. parish's
wide coverage. Although there undocumented aliens who
has been a desire not to alienate because of their status cannot
people, the p-aper has in the past protest. Apparently, a few years
taken controversial stands. For ago Loyola's La Raza met with
example, accusations of cornmu- community residents to inform
nist sympathies resulted from them of their legal rights in the
support of liberal Cathol ic field of housing. Although uncer-
organizations. tain about the outcome of that
When asked about hisopinionof meeting, Father Richard would
the neighborhood, Mr. Trucksaw support law students in a similar
reiterated the fact that the com- endeavor. .
munity is composed of a number _ Although the parish has a
of Mexicans, Central and South large number of Mexicans, the
Americans. He also spoke of the elementary- school adjacent to it
many retired, disabled, and gen- has more Cubans and Central
erally needy people ill the com- and South Americans. The
munity. As to interaction with school's population also includes
Loyola Law School, Mr. Truck- a few Orientals but no Blacks.
saw commented there was none , This variation is attributed to the
with the exception of contact fact that the community is a
with some of the professors. "stopping off place" for many.
, At one time Tidings staff Once established, families will
members frequented the law move to other areas but continue
school's lunch counter. However, to enroll their children at the
this activity was halted when parish school run by the Sisters
they were told it was reserved for of the Immaculate Heart of
the law school's administration, Mary.
faculty, and students. In A few years ago a Loyola law
response to a question about the student taught at the school.
community's deficiencies and Other than that and the parking
where a law student might problem she gingerly alluded to,
assist, Mr. Trucksaw suggested there has been no interaction
students could consider giving between law students and the
legal advice to the neighbor- school. Sister Jean Marie wishes
bookstore is also the bookdeposi-
tory for elementary schools and
for the religious education pro-
grams in the Archdiocese.
Dorothy Whalley, manager of
Borromeo Guild, when questi-
oned about the community men-
tioned the' increasing Hispanic
population, low income, high
crime rate, and rehabilitation
centers for ex-convicts in the
area. Occasionally - transients
even wander into the bookstore
to panhandle.
Behind a plain brick facade at
1520 West Ninth Street the
Department.of Education super-
vises elementary and high school
education in the Archdiocese,
. and the Office of Religious Edu-
cation (CCm is responsible for
training catechists to teach reli-
gion to youth attending public
schools and to-adults. Finally, at
923 South Gratton Street the
Archdiocese maintains its Office
of Pastoral Ministry to Handi-
capped People.
The Tidings,"Voice of the
Archdiocese," is-a weekly news-
paper printed in the Tidings
Building at 1530 West Ninth
Street and circulated through-
out the Archdiocese. Its policy is
West Ninth Street it contains the
Cardinal's and Bishops' offices,
financial and administrative
offices, and archives of the Arch-
diocese. _Annulments of mar-
riages and dispensations of
mixed marriages are handled by
the matrimonial curia. Part ofan
international network of mis-
sionary efforts is within the
Propagation of the Faith Depart-
ment. Here lies the responsibil-
ity of training lay people
including doctors, nurses, and
others whose skills are needed in
underprivileged nations;
A part -of the headquarters
across the street at 1530 West
Ninth Street is the informational
source for Archdiocesan par-
ishes. The Department for Span-
ish speaking people coordinates
Spanish language activities. The
Family Life Bureau organizes
marriage preparation programs
and aids single parents, divorced
individuals, and widowed peo-
ple. Instructional closed circuit
television for Catholic schools, a
Sunday Mass for shut-ins, and
other weekly, television pro-
grams are developed in the Com-
munications Department. Also
at this address are the Los
Angeles Archdiocesan Council of
Catholic Women and the Holy
Name Society. -
If you have ever browsed
through Borremeo Guild, in_the
same building, you know it is a
non-profit bookstore whose
primary function is rendering
service to the Catholic commun-
ity. All of the materials are
Catholic oriented and the clien-
tele includes priests, sisters,
teachers and Catholic laity. The
Loyola students would take
interest in the children. Law stu-
dents, she believes, would- _be
good role models for children
who have little self esteem and
few dreams of success for the
future.
The more I spoke with people
who spend their time serving
others in this and other commun-
ities, the more I realized how iso-
lated Loyola was from the rest of
the neighbor-hood. Upon speak--
ing with Elizabeth Kirsnis,
director of the Immigration- and
Citizenship Department of the
Catholic Welfare Bureau, I
began to reeognize that in addi-
tion to no interaction there might
even be negative feelings within
the Catholic community toward
the law school.
The Archdiocesan headquar-
ters, the Tidings Newspaper, the
Catholic Welfare Bureau, the
Immaculate Conception Church
and School all serve the imme-
diate community. Where does
Loyola Law School fit in? It is
curiously removed -while claim-
ing to train people for.service. Is
it possible for diligent law stu-
dents to fulfill the wishes of-some
of those people I spoke, with by
changing a stance of isolationism
in a community that - could
benefit from us and from which
-we could profit?
The Loyola Reporter
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Some of the more
imteresiimq homes
on the 900 block
of Bonnie Brae
St.
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Debate Rages
Is TlJere Life on 9th.Sf?
by Maria Walp
Do Loyolans ever look around their neigh-bor- the construction are a pain to classes in the sou-
hood? Or do they keep their eyes glued to the road thernmost T-buildings. How does all that new con-
while tooling to school from Santa Monica, Long struction look and sound to the people who live and
Beach, Pasadena or Encino, on the freeway, down work in the neighborhood?
the offramp to Olympic and up whatever-the- Turning' north on what's-its-name street,
name-of-that-street-is into the haven of Loyola's across from Loyola's west side, is a small psaudo-
garage? And then, reversing the process, home Spanish building, apparently recycled many
again, after a day cloistered withn the antiseptic times through whatever utilizations over the last
ivory tower. half century or so, neatly labeled "Fusek's Studio."
Anyone who has never given the neighborhood Who is Fusek? Is his/her ethnic group represented
a second thought should take a look around. The in Loyola's student body?
environment, the people and the ambience are far Down Ninth Street to the west is a hole-in-the-
from dull, far from homogenous. The sheer variety - wall Latin grocery. What alternatives does it offer
piques curiosity.. to the victuals offered by Safeway?
Begin with the architecture. Victorian houses Across the street is the-Teamsters' building.
adorned with period elegance, though the ernbel- . Why do so many labor unions favor this neighbor-
lishments are no longer intact. Turn-of-the- hood for their headquarters?
century California version of the Swiss bungalow, Back eastward toward Loyola, anyone who
though needing a paint job. Brick apartment comes here on weekends must have noticed the
buildings that predate the 1933 earthquake and frequency of Mexican-style weddings at the
ensuing building safety regulations. More apart- church. Are non-Mexican-style weddings ever
ments, small houses and a school in the California held there? Or are they just lower in key, without
Spanish of the twenties. A church that started out the gay festoons of crepe-paper flowers on the
California Spanish and ended up with an exuber- . automobiles and the elaborate wedding clothes?
ant facade in authentic Hollywood Eclectic of the Loyola's economic contrast to its neighborhood
thirties. The Archdiocesan offices, the Catholic _ is the reverse of UCLA's, where the immediate
Charities building and Loyola Law School, all in. neighborhood is so wealthy that it is the poorer
clean, efficient Archdiocesan Austerity of the fif- students who need cars the most, to travel between
ties (designed by 'accountants, not architects). school and where they can afford to live. Southw-
Look behind this multiplicity of architectural estern is between a neighborhood something like
styles and discover the unity of the Archdiocesan Loyola's in its back yard and the glitter of Bul-
Kremlin -:- with Loyola smack-dab in the middl-e. lock's Wilshire in its front yard. USC is much like.
But what about the people who liveand work in Loyola - an island of academia and affluence
the neighborhood? Loyolans and their neighbors surrounded by an economically poor but humanly
have in common many people who speak Spanish varied neighborhood, easy for the Law Center peo-
and assorted Asian languages, but the Loyolans ple to overlook with the freeway on- and offramps
also speak college-bred English while many of the so handy to the parking lot.
people on the street- probably speak little or no The third-year students who wonk in Loyola's
- English. Or perhaps they do, who knows? Do Loyo- law clinic might know something about what Loy-
Ians ana their neighbors ever talk to one.another? ola's neighborhood is really like and how Loyola
Early every morning birds are busily pecking looks to the people of the neighborhood. Can the
, the ground at one corner of the empty lot across neighborhood people possibly be as oblivious of us,
from Catholic Charities. Who regularly puts it as we are capable of not noticing them? How many
there? More signs of invisible people are the care- -Loyolans know about Loyola's clinic and what it
fully tended plants here and there. A fancy-hybrid does?
hibiscus blooms in one yard. Then weeds, bare' Perhaps the neighborhood can be seen' as ripe
dirt, and between a couple of buildings some care- for gentrification by Loyola students, after they
fully pruned poinsettias. In an apartment balcony, pass the Bar and can afford to restore those
'a dozen'or so pots of well tended plan s, and more charming Victorian houses for offices and/or
in the bay window across the street. Some people homes, as they do in San Francisco. Leaded win-
care about living green things. dows with beveled plate glass panes of modern
Down on Olympic Boulevard some entrepre- manufacture are high style now, in expensive Cen-
neur has a cut-rate briefcase store. Obviously, tury City offices, while there are real Victorian
someone believes in the American Dream by cat-. windows around here crying out.to have their ply-
ering to others who do. Who is he/she? Where is wood patches replaced with proper glass, the
he/she from? How is he/she doing? And how is the- adhesive tape holding panes together replaced
American Dream doing? with the missing leadwork. Houses whose broken
Close by are storefront offices of the United jig-saw trim could be mended, their interiors,
/' Farmworkers AFL-CIO· and the Migrant, plumbing and electrical systems modernized. Or
Workers Ministry. What are these organizations California Spanish houses and apartments res-
doing in the inner city, and how is their American- tored the way they're doing these days in the south
Dream? . end of Beverly Hills.
Across Olympic, just south of Loyola, is Loy- But what about the peqple Who created this
ola's unfinished new building. Hopefully, Loyola neighborhood? The people who vitalize it by living
will occupy it next August and, even more hope- and working here today? Where will they go? Can
fully, Loyola students will help pay for it after they . Loyolans afford not to know them before they send
pass the Bar. But meanwhile, the noise and dust of them away?
It- Ain't Westwood,
But the Parking Is Easy 1I
, by Jonathan Mandel
Contrary to the popular notion, there are some advantages in
being cheap. Not only havel saved over two. hund_red dollars by
not purchasing a parking permit ~ut scrambl~ng about the
backstreets of the neighborhood looking for parking spaces has
given me a sense of its character.. . . .
Law school is an insular world. It IS a technical training
school is an insular world. It is a .technical training school
where would be professionals park their bodies while their
brains are undergoing legal realignment. Between, the
demands of working.vstudying, and attending class, fe~wstu-
dents have the. energy or the inclination to explore their sur-
roundings. Besides the classrooms ha~e no windo~s.. .
Loyola Law School is located ina fr-inge area. It isa kind of
urban DMZ,part business part residential, hal~way betw~en
downtown and the barrio, a neighborhood of parking lots, brick
and wooden tenements and late model low rises. A cOI?munity
suspended between deterioration and reconstruction .. One
senses that the shadow of the downtown skyscrapers Will be
moving closer in time.
The world of the law school contrastssharply with the ~ature
of the neighborhood. The school is literally ove~flowIng w.lth the
people energetically pursuing. their future while neglect~ng the
present. At first glance the neighborhood seems almost lifeless.
Much of the time the streets are empty. Every ~ often some
kids will walk by, or a bum straggles along the Sidewalk, or a
young mother appears with her children. To a casual onlooker
the streets seem deserted. But if one knows where and when to
look there is a great variety of life to be seen.
E~ery week day there are people waiting in front of the
catholic charities. They are a mixture of immigrants. Mostly
South Americans and Asians. The Third World at our doorstep,
but light years away from our thoughts.
In the morning and the late afternoons one can see hordes of
uniformed children milling about in front of the elementary
schools. They provide a marked contrast to our own anxious
hallways. They don't seem overly concerned about interviews,
resumes or their economic fate.' They seem firmly in the
present.
Then there are the churchgoers. During the week there
numbers are small. They are visible kneeling in prayer. Occa-
sionally there will be a hearst waiting outside the church for the
services to end, Then comes Sunday morning when the streets
" are lined wi th cars and the sidewalks overflow with parishners.
For a few minutes before and after the services the neighbor-
hood seems alive, as.if there were finally enough people to fill it
and give it life. . _ '
In the early morning the bums and bag people materialize.
Overdressed in torn wool coats, cotton pants, and tennis shoes,
some carry bags others push carts. They seem like lost relics of
an older time, broken souls struggling to stay above the ground.
In the late evening they return. Some drunk and staggering.
There is a sad aimlessness about them as if they had no futures
and were moving away from their pasts. It's as if they could just-
as easily sleep where ever they fall. .
How do they see us? Most residents probably don't l!otic~.
Although we line their streets with late model cars, we are In
the neighborhood for such a short time. Long enough to park,
take out our books, and hurry into the building where we
disappear. We are mobile and energetic, here for a short stop
before moving away.
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Bantam of the Opera
La School or La Traviata
-, hi b act of this opera is completed. for a bright future for t is ope-ces yet demands that they give bly, whining in IS, asso pro- . b h Id h fail
up their much cherished seat fundo voice. "Common group I The non-agenarian, cherubic, ratic giant, ut s ou e ai
d b ., redheaded darling Christopher here, he certainly has a job as thewhen he engages in Sophoclian know this is complicate , ut It s , N I'"
h ld hi Mayset many ablaze with his "Grand orma izer .dialogue. 'Ms. Smith approp- lucrative." Kanner e IS own d L I "
. . . b t th rapid patter songs. Cal Grant "Die Ringen es ega ugenriately "gets no respect" as she with dutiful histrionica u e I h f '
" (not to be confused with the Stu- draws additiona strengt romhasoneofthosesomniferousgifts definitive "Propertae was pres- , f"
k C t d dent loan) and that' dapperly the pivotal role 0 "common manof being able to lull an entire ented by Bill Cos ran. os ume d b di ti '
di . h h ifi tl as a Von's supermarket man' - dressed Castratti Jack McDer- performed y au renee par ICI-au renee with her magru teen y K I . t th t
shaded, vocal sonority. Shear ager, Coskran artfully sung with mott, costumed the entire year pants. t was a rare ms ance a
d H· I for a bachelor party, joined for- an audience member exudedbrilliance. finese and flori ease. IS voca l'
d d I b hi ' ces to issue moundsupon mounds brilliance and in most instances"Propertae," truly an iconoc- pursuit was excee e on y y IS' db' f h
last, is by no means it syllogistic dramatic insight of using wal- of printed matter which will be, the pinche vi ratti o t ose nas-
dl t: faithfully burne-d at the next cent Heldentenors and spinto beltheoritician. Instead, he has nuts to han e easemen s or was ,
developed an entirely new logic: it easements to fondle nuts. An Walpugesnacht bonfire. Tunick, cantos prolonged an already tor-
o to A. Stewart conveys this new immortal performance indeed. talented understudy, made an tuous scene.
way of thinking in that down- "Civus Procedurae" held juris- heroic appearance for the inde- For those who missed last
right elegant aria entitled "com- diction over the audience while posed McDermott and totally years performance, it will be
plicated but lucrative." He 'sings trying to explain the entrance bedazzled an otherwise speech- repeated each 'year infinately
these stratospheric head nots requirements to Walhalla, the less audience treated to such much to the delight of the Lords
and articulates the text adinira- place all aspire to once the ~hird intriguing virtuosity: One looks of Walhalla. Duff Murphy
"Richard Wagner, moveover,"
quoth the exuberant yet be lea-
gured opera goer who had just
witnessed the triumphant con-
clusion of the first act of the
tragic trilogy "Die Ringen des
Legalungen". The annuls of ope-
ratic history will forever be
altered as .this masterpiece of
"form over substance" has just
surpassed Wagner's diminutive
"Ring" cycle as the mostgrueling
marathon in the operatic
repertoire.
The final curtain of the ,first
r act came down on May 10, 1980
at - the St. Ignacious Loyola
Theater in'the heart of down-
town Los Angeles. The standing
room only crowd of 450 had par-
_ticipated in an all encompassing
operatic cycle which spanned
nearly nine months of continuous
performances lasting nearly 420
hours. Wagner's "Ring" on the
other hand usually is heard in
four consecutive evenings and
lasts a mere 22 hours.
"Die Ringen" written and com-
posed by Die Meister of Legalese
following the style of the Greek
sophist Socrates, includes a cast
of fewer than 20 while Wanger
employees thousands.
For the uninitiated, "Die Rin-
gen" is an opera comprised of
four main characters entitled
"Tortus," "Contractus," "Proper-
tae" and "Civus Procedurae".
The adventure is not unique
- merely for its duration but
because it is performed in simul-
taneous convulsion by three dif-
ferent casts upon three different
-operatic stages. -
It was a performance marked
in part, with distinguished
authority yet had its movements
of un persuasive and pompus
pedantics. The clarity of the doc-
trinal underpinings were - oft
superceded by obfuscated rhe-
toric. In the end, the libretto
translation provided by Gilbert
(unfortunately not of Gilbert and
Sullivan famEV provided the
necessary map to decipher the
foreign language text.
The characterizations por-
trayed by the cast members were
for the most part well intenti-
oned and usually didactic. -
"Tortus," a mangled character
ihtentionally or negligently
harmed by the forces of evil, was
performed by the ,seductive
Greek Zavos, the up-strung or
strung-out Slavic Sui nick, ,and
_the daper monk - Vachon. The
inimitable gear shifting style of
Zavos is never more apparent in
his piqued facial contortions and
flailing gesticulations as he sings _
the well known "Balance" aria
with gracious vibrato. Harry
chirps, "You must balance the
magnitude of the risk against the
utility of the conduct". A perfor-
"mance certainly amongst the
- best was Sui nick, rather Bob,
who presents a stylistically unas-
sertive definition of "Tortus"
reminiscent of the yippie-yahoo
movement of the late 1960's. His
rapport with the audience is
always secured by his uncompli-
'cated attire and his brilliant aria
is "I'll never give you a straight
answer to your question."
Vachon, as "Tortus," is always
characterized by reaching for
that higher authority which goes
beyond mere secular existence.
"Contractus," a comic muse
al ways in search of considera-
tion, is the Rodney Dangerfield
of "Die Ringern". The unlikely
group of bass-baritone Rosen,
countertenor Garbesi and
mezza-buffa Smith have demon-
stratively and successfully car-
ried off this character and
certairily "don't get any respect."
Rosen achieves this by learning
against the anti-gothic sets
chewing on his bifocals chortling
"shoor, shoor". Garbesi on the
other hand, attains the desired
response by requiring his
audience to pay music center pri-
Law-School----A Sensual Obsession
, Nicolas Roeg's "Bad Timing/ A
Sensual Obsession" magnifi-
cently explores the strains of a
- contemporary love affair. Unlike
many recent films which have
affirmed the idea that a man and
woman can find happiness
through compassion and com-
promise, "Bad Timing" takes us
into the gritty underside of pas-
sion and findsthe possibilities of
complacency difficult, if not
impossible. _
The film is set in Vienna and
begins witn the attempted sui-
cide of Milena Vognic, played by ,
Theresa Russell, by an overdose
of bartituates. Aspeeding ambu-
lance rushes her to the hospital
and inside psychoanalyst Dr.
Alex Linden, played by Art Gar-
funkel, is cool and detached as he
identifies himself to the authori-
ties as only a "friend" of Milena.
We soon learn that Alex has been
Milena's lover and her attempt at
self-destruction is linked to their
-failed love. As Alex waits at the
hospital for some word about
Milena's serious condition the
history of Alex - and' Milena
unfolds in a complicated flash-
back. Interspersed with the story _
- of love-lost, Police" Inspector
NetusjJ, played by Harvey Kei- .
tel, questions Alex fu try to find a
motive or reson for Milena'sact.
Milena is an impulsive free
spirit who has recently separ-
ated from her' fiftyishhusband
Stefan, played by Denholm_
Elliot, to live her own self styled
bohemian existence. Changing
hair styles from scene to scene,
Milena Iiyes a fast life of late par-
ties a-nd numerous male friends.
She assertively picks up Alex at
a party by literally blocking his
exit with a well placed leg. As
their relatio!lshipprogresses,
Alex demands security and
faithfulness which is diametri-
cally opposed to Milana's
rElcently emancipated stance.
They try to ajust to each other's
wishes, out fail becau-se they are
too far removed from their own
needs. Her passions and hisjeal-
ousies tear at them. They are left
with shattered souls, alone until
the final encounter which begins
the film.
Netusil stalks Alex, as Sher-
lock Holmes would Moriarty. He
senses a well of tension in Alex
which he believes is sympto-
matic as much as problematic of
Milena getting into the comatose
condition she is in. There emerge
certain descrepencies between
the time in which Milena called
Alex after she swallowed the
pills saying, "I'll be dead in a
minute, just wanted to say good-
bye." and the time he finally
called the ambulance. The
dilemma won't be revealed here,
but it is at this point that the
second part of the film's title
becomes fainfully clear. -
Netusil further sees the gap-
ing dichotomy between the ste-
rile immaculateness embodied
in Alex's wen-ordered apartment
,versus Milena's colorful one
which lacks book cases for books
and cupboards for dishes. Alex
lives-a life of structure without
'form, while Milena's is one of
wildly exuberant form without
the soothing safety edges of
structure.
Milena's husband Stefan
accepts her movement away
from marriage in the hope that
through her tortured route she'
will find herself likely by default
on a road back tohim.1t is Stefan
who provides the underlying
plea of the film that "one must
learn to love without dignity','.
This is the bad timing of the title, They will - further claim that-
the two are so intensely con- Roeg only gives the pretense of
cerned with their own needs and insight with such dntellectual
their own conception of an ideal-. posturing ashaving Art Garfun-
ized relationship that they con- kel read William Blake aloud
tinually miss each other and are before a passionate embrace;
. never quite in sync. The gulf These charges weigh heavily in
between their needs and wants the controversy over the film and
divide them in so many direc- will riot be resolved by this critic.
tions that they can never achieve "Bad Timing/ A Sensual Obses-
their goals. Finally we are left- _ sion" is a film to see, a highly
with the characters uprooted, charged erotic rendezvous of.
still searching, and resignedly jumbled emotions, detached feel-
alone.. ings, and technical brilliance.
The film will have its detl'ac- Nicolas Roeg has constructed a
'tors arguing that Nicholas Roeg harshly felt meditation on the
has camouflaged a rather brittle ,complexities and complications
'tale of love arid jealousy in a in the emotions we caB love.
deliberately obscure manner. ,Greg Alarcon
Born to Rhyme
Bruce, Clarence, and the boys
rolled into LOS Angeles two
weeks ago for a serIes of concerts
,at the Sports Arena and when
they left, the hearts _of Los
Angeles went ith them. Never
in recent years fiad a tour been so
eagerly, and as the concerts
proved, justifiably, anticipated.
Springsteen has finally achieved
the recognition and wfdespread
adulation that he has deserved
since the "Born to Run" Tour in
1975. He has reached the pinna-
cle. This success has not In the
least bit dulled his creative
genius nor slowed the exuberant
energy that drives him.
Springsteen in concert *is
unparalleled. He is pure magic.
From the moment the first bars
of "Born to Run" are belted out
until the last chorus of "Devil
with the Blue gress on," four and
, a half hours, later, he is the host of
a joyous party. He insures an
unforgettable time for everyone
by making them both listeners
andparticipants. We lift Spring-
steen above our shoulders during
"Tenth Avenue Freeze-Out," we
dance with him during "Crush
On You," we sing out "You ain't a
,b e aut y, . but hey .y0 u 'r e
alright/Oh and that's alright
with me," during "Thunder
Road." We serve as perfect foils
for the hijinx between Bruce and
Clarence during "Fire." Finally
the audience and the band
become one during the climactic
sax solo in "Jungleland." Fists
were rhythmically pounded into
the sky as a gesture affirming
our faith in the music, and to sig-
nify a newfound faith in our-
selves. We come away from the -
concert dnined but joyously
happy. And yet the truth is that
no one has had a better time than
Springsteen and the band,
They simply love what they are
doing. They seem like children
on the stage. Children who know
that they are loved. They thrive
on this love knowing whatever
they do will only enhance it. They
- play for each other, they cheer -
each other on, they dance with ows but tl<new that it was
each· other, - and they seem you
forever amazed at their own You were standin' in the
antics. On Saturday night Bruce doorway out of the rain
was flipped over by the crowd You didn't answer when I
during "Tenth Avenue." When called out your name
, he finally made his way back to, You just turned, and then
the stage, Miami Steve and Guy you looked away
Tallent were giggling with glee ' like just another stranger
, and amazement at the antics of waiting_
the "Boss." The band thrives on to get blown away" -
Springsteen's energy, the "Drive All Night," on the other
crowd's intensity and each other, hand, gives us hope. Anguish can
and it is this chemistry that· be overcome by an undying love.
created the "Magic in the Night." If you have faith love may pre-
,The four and one-half hour set vail. Despite the simplicity of the
drew heavily from the newest chorus, the words drive home the
album "The River." During his message.
second set came up with a string "I'll swear I'll drive all
of ballads from his album -that - night
distinguished these concerts just to buy you some shoes
from others that I have seen. And to taste your tender
Midway through the second set, charms
after bringing the crowd up with, And I just wanna sleep
the infectious "Hungry Heart," tonight again in your arms
"Because the Night" and, on ... Just to see your funny
Monday night, "Growing Up," face, your funny face, your
Springsteen proceeded to trans- funny face",
fix the audience with the eerily - Springsteen is an incurable
poetic "Wreck on the Highway," romantic. It is this romanticism
"Pqint Blank," and "Drive All laced with shattered dreams,
Night." disappointment, promise, faith,
"Point Blank" in concert is hope and surrender that ar..ethe
devastating. It's the story of a 'recurrent themes which per-
woman haunted by her past, by meate all of Springsteen's work.
her failures and by her shattered "Baby this town rips the
dreams. bones from your back
- "I was gonna be your It's a death trap, a suicid~
Romeo you were gonna be rap
my Juliet We gotta get out while
These days you don't wait we're young
on Romeo's you wait on that 'cause tramps like us, baby
welfare check and on an we were born to run"
the pretty things that you • There is the belief that wherever
can't ever have and on all there is to escape to, it will be
the promises better than what exists now, as
that always end up point long as there is you.
blank ... " "I believe in the love that
A woman who has given up on you gave me
life and is therefore symbolically I believe in the hope that
condemned to death in life. The may save me ,
full impact of the woman's fate is I believe in the faith and
feit through the harrowing soft pray that someday
shrieking vocal accompaniment Itmay raise me above these
of Miami Steve on the chorus. badlands"
"Well I saw you last night This is followed by the realiza-
down on the avenue tionthat the different world
Your face was in the shad- (continued on page 8)
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Ken's Coroner
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A Curbside Chat
by Ken Collins and, Janice' Burrill, Academic
I'd like to let you know what Planning; and Todd Stark and
the Day SBA has been up to this Janet Br o wn el l , Clinical
year. We've begun several prop-Education. '
jects and have already completed A new rule was instituted at
"others. I'm hoping you'll read the beginning of this semester
through this and give us feed- requiring full payment of tuition
back to help us plan for next fees at the time our checks for
semester. government-guaranteed loans
The week after- we took office arrived. The administration lis-
last April, a series of potentially tened to a long series of com-
dangerous incidents caused a plaints from students and SBA
thorough reevaluation of campus officers. Assistant Dean Ramos
security. The results can be seen announced last month that the
now, with the increased security policy was beingrescinded.
guards, guard shack and emer- Another action related to stu-:
gency telephone, two-way radios dent finances is still pending. At
and many other less visible present, emergency loans up to
improvements. Steve Nichols $75 are available to students for'
served as a one-person commit- 90 days without interest. We are
tee to help inform First Year stu- exploring the needs and 'availa-
dents of the need for precaution bility of 'emergency funds. One
and to handle security problems. proposal that Dean Ramos is cur-
Special attention must be paid rentIy considering is to eliminate
.to Bob McCord, the school's Busi- the artificial ceiling and let the
ness Manager, who not 'only lis- nature of the emergency and the
tened to Steve and me, but also needs of the student control the
evaluated the situation with care amount of the loan. ThiS' is espe-
and intelligence. Any future cially necessary considering the
problems or suggestion regard- lateness of many student loans.
ing security should be related to One project under considera-
Bob or Steve. \
Dean Bruinsma has requested
that I inform you that he is wil-
ling to listen to responsible grie- _
vances about serious' problems
involving any matter at the Law
School. The emphasis is on
"serious", not the inevitable
grumbling as-finals approach. If
you wish to register a protest,
, your discussion will of course oe
kept-confidential, The Dean con-
siders this part of his job here,
and I consider it part of mine to
assist with this procedure, if you
desire. '
The Day SBA underwent a
major shift of personnel at the
beginning of the year, with our
treasurer transferring and. both
Third Year Reps resigning due
to time conflicts. Now that the
dust has settled and First Year
Reps have been elected, you have
a strong and active set of Offic- .
ers. Please note who your reps
are and let them know hwatyour
problems are.
Several of us worked on the
Third Annual Public Interest
Law Conference in October'
which was co-sponsored by the
Day SBA and hosted by the law
school at LMU. The Public Inter-.
est Law Society plans to trans-
cribe the tapes of the workshops
and publish them. .
Probably the most significant'
discussions-concern the fate of
the Clinical Program which is
being evaluated by three com"
mittees in all: Clinical Educa-
tion, chaired by Gerald Rosen,
Academic Planning, chaired by
Gerald Uelman, and an ad hoc
committee also chaired by Prof.
Uelman that will bridge the
scope and functions of the first
, two. There will undoubtedly be
major revisions in the program,
and if you desire input into the
discussions, contact your student
representatives on these commit-
tees: David Warshawsky, the ad
hoc committee; Mark Hoffman
tion is development of the Ping- -
Pong trailer into a general
recreation room. Richard Ferch
has been doggedly pursuing the
possibility of obtaining video
machines, which' could be
installed next semester. These
Upon the suggestion of Walter
Rosen, Second Year Rep, our
Day Treasurer Shelly Weisbar-
is investigating the possibility of
depositing a portion of our funds
into a 'high interest bearing
account, instead of the normal
passbook account that has been
used in the past. Shelly, Third
Year Rep John Dugan, Evening
Treasurer Doug Carroll, T'erry
Canfield, Larry Modes, John
Kanin and George Shohet,
served as the Budget Committee
that received requests from stu-
dent groups and made proposals-
that were accepted by the SBA
regarding funding. The most
significant change this year was
a requirement that money used
for fund raising activities be
treated as a loan, with the group
keeping profit and repaying the
seed money.
Letter,: Clinically Tested
Editor: ,
I read with some amusement
and skepticism the article
entitled "Law 'School, a cor po-
'rate stud-y" in the October 24,
1980 issue of your newspaper.
While it may be true that the law
school curriculum and atmos-
phere demonstrate a bias
towards "commercial-corporate
'interests," it would be my guess
that this bias accurately reflects
the goals of the student body. A
few statistics will.showyou what
I mean.
The Catalog and Student
Handbook for 1980-81 contain
tweleve pages (pp. 61-72)
devoted to descriptions of clini-
cal offerings.Of those offerings,
at least the following could be '
considered "public ,interest" in
nature:
, Loyola Law Clinics (civil and
juvenile) ,
Civil Litigation (A.C.L.V. or
Public Counsel)
Constitutional Rights (Califor-
nia Attorney-General)
Consumer Affairs
Environmental Protection
(California Attorney-General)
Federal Public Defender
Governmental Internship
Immigration (East Los
Angeles Legal Aid) ,
Legal Aid Foundation of Los
Angeles (East Los Angeles)
Prisoners' Rights and
Remedies
State Public Defender
I think it is fair to say that this
list includes an offering in
almost every area of "public,
interest law" imaginable. The
total' student enrollment for all
these clinics this term is 21. Sev-
eral of the program's have no
enrollment (Civil Litigation,
Public Counsel, Federal Public
'Defender, Governmental Intern-
ship, Prisoners' Rights and State
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Public Defender). This statistic
follows a trend of low enrollment
over the past several years.
Furthernore, no one this year
expressed interest in a clinic at
the Western Center on Law and
Poverty, Grey Law, Inc., or the
Center for Law in the Public
Interest, where Loyola students
have externed in the past.
One can speculate on the
causes for this low enrollment
but at least part of it must be due
to low student interest. Not too
many years ago, for exam pie, the
in-house clinics enrolled at least
thirty people each year, and
another thirtyexterned at var-
ious offices of the Legal Aid
Foundation. While representing
poor people in often mundane
matters may not be as glamorous
as filing class action lawsuits,
nevertheless it is how much pUQ-
lie interest law is practiced. Any-
way, no one chose to enroll for the
A.C.L.V. or any impact litiga-
tion program this term as well. '
I would suggest that second,
third or fourth year law students
who are serious about careers in
public interest law and dissatis-
fied with the regular curriculum
- might consider some clinical
experience while in law school. I
realize that driving, to a clinic
off-campus, putting in long
hours and "paying towork" are
not as convenient as sitting in a
classroom. However, pursuing a
public interest law career is not
easy: the jobs are few, the pay is
low and the working conditions
are not always great, Itmay be,
easier to blame the law school for
a lack of opportunities or for
brainwashing the students, but
the true, causes may lie
elsewhere.
ARNOLD I. SIEGEL
Director,
LOYOLA LAW CLINICS
Normalizing the Gap
By Steve Nichols
The faculty bya 14 to 7 vote
expressed support for a floating
curve for normalization of
grades. This system of norrnali-
zation of first year grades will
allow the median in each course
to vary every year. The fixed
mean proposal presently in use
maintains a constant median.
The floating curve method
allows for more flexibility. It's
main drawback is that grades of
the first year students will not be
posted until all grades for a par-
ticular class are turned in. The
faculty will next consider nor-
mal ization of the grades of the
second and third year classes.
[Editor's Note: What happens If
zero I:S the medians]
I .
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Lawyers Leap
'ANew
Addition
-,
Loyola ABA/LSD A~ivities
by Jim Boyle
, The following activities sponsored by the Law Student Div-
ision of the ABA are currently being implemented-at Loyola:
1. Client Counseling Competition. Loyola has taken high
awards in this competition in each of the l-ast two years. Those
interested in participating should contact Cecilia Morris in the
Clinical Office right away. Further information is contained on
the poster on the SBA bulletin board.
2. National Appellate Advocacy Competition (NAAC).
This is the Law Student Division's version of Moot Court com-
petition. The Moot Court Board at Loyola is responsible for
administering this program.
3. Volunteer Income Tax Assistance (VITA). Through
this program income tax preparation assistance' is provided to
low and moderate income persons through the services of
volunteer, law students. It is-a great opportunity to do some pro
bono work and at the same time sharpen one's tax skills ..The
Tax Law Society is supporting this program and it will be
- administered through the Clinical Office. See Cecilia Morris.
, 4. Liaison Program. The writer is currently the Liaison
from the Law Student Division to the ABA Special Committee
on Resolution of Minor Disputes. The LSD appoints approxi-
mately.50 law students nationwide to serve in this capacity on
most of the ABA's Sections; Committees and Special Commit-
tees. I recently spent the weekend-in Cambridge, Massachu-
setts for the Fall meeting of the S-pecial Committee and found it
a most stimulating and personally rewarding experience. Of
prime interest is the opportunity to interact with practicing
attorneys who are leaders in their fields.
If anyone is interested in applying for a Liaison position for
I~next year's terms the details for application are announced in
Student Lawyer. Watch it closely. An interview at the 9th
Circuit Spring Conference is prerequisite to appointment.
Make a note on your calendar for late January to check with
your school reps (Walt Rosen or Jim Boyle) if you have not yet
seen the application in Student Lawyer. I highly recommend
participation in this program to students anxious to participate
in the formulation of substantive law policy.
Participation in all of the above presupposes membership in
the Law Student Division. For only. $6.50 a year you also get the
opportunity to participate in the Law Student Division's excel-
lent health insurance program. In addition you receive the
ABA Journal monthly and Student Lawyer magazine each
, month during the school year.
If membership at Loyola exceeds 35%(we are currently short
of that goal) we can apply for LSSF grants from the Law
Student Division such as the one which helped fund the Third
Annual Public Interest Law Conference which Loyola spon-
sored this Fall. '
If you can't find an application for membership onthe SBA
bulletin board call Jim Boyle at 620-1000. ,.
••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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One hundred and ten new
members joined the Ford Chap-
ter, exceeding ALL past world
records for fall initiation since
Phi AlphaDelta's inception in
1897. When the last record was
set by Ford Chapter in 1977~ith
103 new members, Ford Chap-
, ter's photograph and an article
appeared on, the front page
ofThe Reporter. The Reporter',
is a quarterly legal publication
sent to all Phi Alpha Delta
membersforlife.Thisyear,LoY--successfulmembershipdrive. the late Honorable U.S.
ola Law School at Los Angeles' After the Initiation ceremony, Supreme Court Justice Thomas
Ford Chapter anticipates a sim- a barbequewas held at Assistant . L. Clark. John Weitkamp, Loy-
ilarfront-page article. Since The Dean McAlpin-Grant's home. ola alumnus and DistrictJustice
Reporier Ae distributed to Phi Assistant Dean McAlpin-Grant over the eight law schools in Dis- .
Alpha pelta:s 93,0.00 members is not only an excellent and gen- trict Three, was also present, Mr.
worldwide, including 167 law erous cook but also a dedicated Weitkamp has been extremely
schools and 77 alumni chapters, _ friendly and helpful Phi Alpha helpful to the Ford Chapter.
Loyola Law School at Los Delta member and alumni Recent Loyola alumnus Eric
Angeles will receive worldwide advisor. Lampel, as well as past SBA
pu~licit~ and recognition. Con- Numerous Phi Alpha Delta Presidents Gonz and Grace
gratulations to the Ford Chap~er alumni came to the barbeque, Freixes, were happy to meet the
me'!ibers for. an ou tstanding including former Dean of Loyola new members. Overall, the initi-
achievement IJl an extremely Law School and present profes- ation 'and barbeque was a sue-
I~••••~••~~~.~~•••••••••••••••••• ~~••~I ~Th~s:M~T~~~~ooor ~~'udmMyupreu~~iractive faculty advisor. Mr:' satisfaction and-appreciation.
Sandy Rae, a Los Angeles attor- Phi Alpha Delta welcomes its
ney and past Supreme Justice of new members" and looks for-
Phi Alpha Delta also met our ward to a year filled with many
new members. Mr. Rae is a new friendships, both within the
recent recipient of the Distin- chapter and between the stu-
guished Service Award, of which dents and alumni. Phi Alpha.
only ten have ever been awarded. Delta will continue to fulfill its
This award has been bestowed goal of service to the student, law
upon such notable individuals as school," and the profession.
8 The Loyola Reporter
PAD Initiation
On October 25, 1980, the Wil-
liam Ford Chapter of Phi Alpha
Delta Law Fraternity Interna-
. tiona!, held its fall initiation'
ceremony for new members in
Judge M. Real's courtroom of the
U.S. District Court. Presiding
over the ceremony were Justice
Lisa M. Kitsuta, Vice-Justice
David Baran, Treasurer Wesley
A. Rusch, Clerk Clarinda Ho,
and Marshall Ira Goldstein.
Gangbusters
(continued from page 5)
LAPD divisions, one of thein
being Rampart. The CRASH
officers are further separated by
the regular officers in the Ram-
part division by dress; CRASH
officers are usually in plain'
clothes when they are on duty,
and do not drive black and white
police cars.
The CRASH officers, because
there are so few of them and
because of their-dress, have a
high degree of visibility in gang
area. The officers say they are
known by many gang members,
and other members of the local
community, and the officers feel
• • •
that these factors increase the
probability of less criminal
activity. - .
Law students involved in juve-
nile court proceedings are also
aware of CRASH; the officers
seems to be more often and better
prepared for prosecution than
their uniformed counterparts.
The CRASH unit,' though,
because of its emphasis on
enforcement, can not really get
to the cause of the problem of
gang violence, but the idea is to
at feast reduce the amount ofvio-
lence in the meantime, with the
assistance of the community.
AfULTISTATE SPECIALIST
course materials
, contain 1,000 PMBE Multistate'
questions with fully detailed answers.
FIRSTYEAR
SUBJECTAREA..s {
• 200 PMBE CONTRA,CTS QUESTIONS
• 200 I?M~ETORTS QUESTIONS,
• 150 PMBE PROPERTY QUESTI0NS ' .'
• 150 PMBE CRIMINAL LAW QUESTIO S
{
• 150 PMBE EVIDENCE QUESTIONS ' -
• 150 PMBE CONSTITUTIONAL LAW QUESTlo'NS
• .PMBE SUPPLEMENTAL COURSE-OUTLlI\JES .
SECONDYEAR
SUBJECTAREAS
i. .
COST: $175 for the complete set of PMBE course materials (including FREE set of PMBE review cas- .
sette tapes With the, purchase of course rnatenats prior to November 30, 1980), PMBE review cas-
sette tapes may be purchaseoseparatety for $49.95 "
PMBE Tuition Discount Policy: All first and second year students purchasitrqtbeir PM~E prepar-
atory materials Will receive an automatic $175 discount on their subsequent enrollment in our PMBE
Multistate Bar Review Course, .
EAST COAST OFFICE
743 Spruce Street
Philadelphia, PA 19106
(215) 925-0699
',.!gt!g
MULTISTATE LEGALSTlJOIES, INC.
TOLL FREE
.(800) 523-0777,
, WEST COAST OFFICE
41 Avenue 19
Venice, CA 90291
(213) 399~9367
----------------------------------------------------
Make checks payable to MULTISTATE LEGAL STUDI.ES, INC.
.743 Spruce Street, philadelphia, PA 19106· (215) 925-0699
41 Avenue 19, Venice, CA 90291 • (213) 399-9367
Name --:: _
Address ~~~--~7-=-~~-~~--~~~~-_~
CiJy/Sta te/Zip
L.awSchool Attended --:-~--,,----:~--~--;;;;;:---:__-~----'----:--
Representative (if any)_~~ ~ _
I am enclosing my $175 check/money order to cover the cost of the complete set of PMBE fir
and second year course materials. ' st
I wish to purchase the PMBE review cassette tapes only My check/money order for $49,95 is
enclosed. '
.,
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Born to Rhyme . "
(continued from page 6)
might bethe same world.
"Remember all the movies,
Terry
We'd go see
Trying to learn how to talk
like the heroes
We thought we had to be
And after .all this time
. To find we're just like all
the rest
Stranded in the park
And forced to confess
To' hiding irr- the back-
streets"
Finally, the harsh reality' that·
tears at dreams and leaves only
despair behind.
."She sits alone on her dad-
dy's porch
When all her pretty
dreams are torn
•
She stares off alone into the
night
with the eyes of one who
hates '
for just being born"
Yet, despite the world of shat-
tered dreams, broken promises,
and day to day despair in which
Springsteen's characters live,
there is an eternal optimism that
rises above the disillusion. Ifyou
are able-to dream, to fi'ght, to be
angry and, most important, to
love, you ,are alive. -
"Together, Wendy we can
live with the sadness
I'll love you with all the
madness in my soul" ,
That, in the end, is the totality of
Springsteen's message.
Michael Ziering
Moe- •••
(continued from page. 1)
Q. I was just getting to that ... Does retirement sound
glorious? - ,-
A. Having worked all my life, yes. But I'd be at a loss with
nothing to do, so I could never completely retire. I ha~e too
- much natural ambition. Thats not a pat on my back, I've always
been ambitious. never lazy. .'
_ Q. What is the most disgusting combination that anyone
has ever ordered? Is there something peculiar that people
order? -
A. Yes, I think its weird when they order pastrami with
mayonnaise or ketchup and lettuce, particularly on pastrami.
Q. Ca~ you spot a professor by what he or-she ea~? Are
there certain individuals who come in and you'll have their
order half prepared?
A. Yes there are and some of the students 8..180. Ihave a good
memory and I've been in this line of work long enough to pick
that up.
Q. Do you notice that during final exams people eat
more or less ... or more of particular foods?
A. It varies and depends whether they are advanced stu-
dents or greenhorns. First-years eat out of nervousness or will
have a drink in their hand - they have to have something to
keep them occupied.
Q. Do you follow politics?
A. Of course. I think that anyone who is a good citizen should
be somewhat interested in politics. If you are interested in your
own welfare you should be interested in politics.
Q. Do you feel as if you have a voice, that you can do
anything to change things?
A. Well, I think fhatevery vote counts and that its important
that people do vote.
. Q. What changes in society would you like to see happen
In the next ten years? -
~. I -:vould lik~ to see a completely democratic society, but I
don t think we Will see that in my lifetime.
Q. You've seen a lot of changes over the years ... some for
the better and others, not so beneficial. ..' '
~. Y~~. Iike for instance the civil rights movement has been
a big thmg, yet at the present time I think that its sort of at a
standstill, or moving backwards in a sense, because there are
people bent on destroying what others have accomplished:
